Federation of Cherry Oak School, Victoria School & Victoria College  
Based at: Both Cherry Oak and Victoria Schools.

Casual Teaching Assistants - Level 2  
(To start ASAP)  
Casual hours as required (some fixed term contracts may be available)  
Term time only  
Salary: £8.31 per hour

We are seeking to build up a pool of Level 2 teaching assistants who are available to cover absences as they arise across the Federation. (This may be to cover short term absence or sometimes be through fixed term contracts). The role will involve supporting class teachers with the preparation of resources for lessons, supporting pupils during lessons and supporting the care needs and well-being of pupils throughout the school/college day.

These roles will ideally suit people who do not want to be tied to a regular working commitment, but who wish to work in a vibrant SEND environment. Successful candidates will be able to state a preference for working days and availability in one or all of our schools and college.

Successful candidates will need to demonstrate:
- Flexibility in working patterns and availability at short notice
- Their ability to work using own initiative, and as part of a team.
- How they communicate clearly and effectively with pupils and colleagues.
- The desire to take ownership of tasks.
- The passion and commitment to supporting children and young people with Special Needs.

Closing date for applications: Wednesday 7th February 2018 at 12 noon.
Interviews will be held on: Friday 2nd March 2018

Due to the high number of applications we are expecting for this post, unsuccessful applicants will not be contacted.

This post is covered by Part 7 of the Immigration Act (2016) and therefore the ability to speak fluent spoken English is an essential requirement for this role.

The Federation of Cherry Oak School, Victoria School and Victoria College is committed to safeguarding. Successful applicants will be required to obtain DBS enhanced disclosure.

For an application pack please contact Cherry Oak School by email: recruitment@cherryoak.bham.sch.uk